Refer to the Klein ISD Student Handbook, in addition to the following:

2016-2017 KLEB INTERMEDIATE DRESS CODE HIGHLIGHTS

Dress for Success!
Shirts








Shirts must be the appropriate size.
No alcohol, tobacco, or marijuana insignia or advertisements can be on clothing.
Nothing that signifies death or violence should be displayed.
Undergarments are not to be seen through the shirt/top (ex: through the armholes, at the neck or
through a sheer top).
No tanks with large armholes.
Straps on outer garments must be sufficiently wide to cover undergarments.
Low cut, revealing camisoles and tee shirts will not be worn.

Pants/Shorts/Skirts
 Lycra bike shorts, swimming style trunks, or running type shorts (ex: “Nike” shorts) may not be worn.
 Shorts, skirts and dresses must be mid-thigh or below and should not be excessively tight fitting. Midthigh is defined as the midpoint between the hip and knee. Fingertip measurements do not apply and
will not be used to determine appropriate length.
 No yoga pants.
 Leggings are permitted only when worn with a tunic top (loose-fitting top) that is mid-thigh or longer.
No exceptions.
 Tights under dresses/skirts are permitted. Please stray from any patterned tight (ex: fish net, stripes)
and remember that the mid-thigh rule for bottoms still apply when wearing tights. No shorts and tights.
 Skinny type jeans must have pockets. Pants without pockets must be worn like leggings-paired with a
long, mid-thigh, loose-fitting top.
 Overly baggy pants may not be worn.
 No holes in jeans. No holes with tights or patches behind them. Small, distressed areas on jeans are
permitted so long as there is no skin showing.
 No bottoms with writing on the bottom (ex: PINK pants).
Accessories
 Bandanas, caps, jewelry or extra long chains, or other insignia which could be associated with gang
involvement are not permitted.
 Head coverings such as hats, caps, scarves, etc., are not to be worn.
 No chains attached to wallets may be worn.
 No large or distracting headbands/floral pieces.
 No smart watches (ex: Apple iWatches).
 No shoes that light up in the soles (ex: LED shoes that light up/flash around the soles).
Hair
 Hair must be a natural color.
 No Mohawk or faux-hawk haircuts are permitted on campus.
 Designs (ex: lines in hair) or words shaved into hair are not permitted.
 Students must remain clean shaven at all times; mustaches or other facial hair is not permitted.

Thank you in advance for keeping your fashion classy, Cubs!
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